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Council addresses sexual assault policy
Danny George
. Chief Staff Writer
A five-pers- on ad-h- oc commit-
tee is being assembled to review
and rework the College's sexual
assault guidelines.
Dean of Students Kurt Holmes
and Secretary of the College Anne
Gates will facilitate the weekly com-
mittee sessions, while students
Chikio Chan '05, Ijay Eccles James
'05 and Beth Skelton 05 will pro-
vide ongoing input as to how the
College might streamline the lan-
guage of its current policy to assuage
student concerns."We are attempting
to clarify the policy where it might
be vague," said Holmes.
"The specific concerns are that
assault is on a continuum from
verbal actions through threats to
actual contact, including the vari-
eties of misdemeanors and
felonies. Our current policy has
Forum continues with speech
Justin L. Hart
News Editor
The 2003 Wooster Forum series
continued with a presentation by
author Terry Tempest Williams entitled
"The Open Space of Democracy:
Ethics and Actions on Behalf of the
Community," which was given on
Thursday, Oct 25, at 7:30 pm in
McGaw Chapel.
Williams claimed that our
society needs to discuss issues
of enhancing democracy in order
to build community. "I can't
think of anything; we need
more," she said. The community
of which she spoke-wa- s, in her
words, "not just the human com-
munity, but a community that
includes all life forms."
Williams stated that such a
democracy-buildin- g process
would be difficult, but her own,
experience with activism had
given her rewards as Well. "It's
two individuals in a fistfight
alongside a forcible rape."
The College currendy defines
sexual misconduct as "any noncon-
sensual conduct... any unwanted
act of
physical or
sexual con-
tact rang-
ing from
touching to
rape."
Under
the current
guidelines,
behaviors
"Each year, you hear about
more.. incidents and more
and more negative things
about how the college han-
dles situations," said
Meghan Roberts '04
that could warrant "harassment"
charges range from: torment,
intimidation, persistent demands
for sexual participation, language
that is deemed to be verbally abu-
sive,- unwanted touching and
repeated questing concerning
another's sexual activity or orien-
tation, to rape or molestation.
Forum speaker and author Terry Tempest Williams talks to students.
(Photo by Sarah Kaplan) ;
not without hard work and toil
and, I would say, sacrifice," she
said "It's not without its pain, but
also not without its joys."
In order to build democracy
and community, Williams
declared that people need to lis-
ten to the voice of conscience.
"Conscience emerges in the con
As a student representative on
the committee, Skelton feels that
the current policy language is in
need of a semantic makeover.
"There has always been some
confusion
about the
way certain
parts of the
sexual
assault pol-
icy are
worded,
and we'd
like to clear
that up,"
said Skelton, who serves as the
Wooster Volunteer Network's rep-
resentative to Campus Council.
"We need to be specific with the
wording of the guidelines so that
everyone can walk around on
campus and feel safe," she said.
The committee's first meeting
will be held later this month and
flict of duty," she said,
"Conscience coincides with the
acceptance of our responsibility."
However, Williams posed
rhetorical questions about how far
that responsibility extends, ask-
ing, "What is within our jurisdic-
tion and what is not?" She
expressed the belief that we must
the group will continue to convene
each week for the duration of the
fall semester. It is anticipated that
the guideline modifications will be
integrated into campus policy
before spring semester begins.
To some students, the College's
initiative suggests a willingness
by administrators to accommo-
date student concerns, which may
have been lacking in years past.
"People joke about the policy
about how sketchy it is but we
are worried about it," said
Meghan Roberts '04.
"Each year you hear about
more and more incidents, and you
hear more and more negative
things about how the college han-
dles situations like rape and
assault. Hopefully the commit-
tee will listen to student con-
cerns and help make the campus
safer. It's good that those issues
are going to be addressed."
on ethics
take greater responsibility for our
actions' impact on the world than
we may be used to.
"We have forgotten the option
of restraint. It is no longer the sur-
vival of the fittest but the survival
of the compassionate," she said.
A constant theme in Williams'
presentation was her personal
background growing up in Utah,
where she developed an attach-
ment to wilderness areas that she
refers to in her writing.
"I love language and I love
landscape," she said. Williams'
experiences with her family also
gave her topics for stories to
write. "Story is the umbilical cord
connecting the past, present and
future," she said. "It is through
story that we bypass rhetoric and
pierce the heart."
One story from her past that
Williams claimed had a major
impact on her was her mother's
See "Speaker, "Page 2
Changesin
IDs cause
problems
Christopher Beck
News Editor
The Student .Government
Association has formed an ad-h- oc
committee to address the
issues that have arisen with
Student IDs. The committee,
which is chaired by Stephanie
Foster '04, will be discussing
various problems with the use
of the IDs.
One such issue is the discontin-
uation of the stickers on student
IDs. Last semester, students were
required to confirm their registra-
tion and get a sticker on their ID
that showed the semester and
year. Students who failed to get
See "IDs," Page 2
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fatal battle with cancer a num-
ber of years ago. "My mother
was diagnosed with ovarian
cancer and my landscape shift-
ed," she said.
Williams told the audience that
after her mother died, she had
nightmares about a flash of light
in the desert. When she mentioned
the dreams to her father, he told
her that she --was remembering an
episode from her childhood, when
their family had witnessed a
mushroom cloud from govern-
ment nuclear tests in the desert,
and nuclear fallout had fallen on
their car.
Although Williams cannot
prove any connection between the
nuclear fallout and her mother's
cancer, she stated that hearing
about this childhood experience
alerted her to the seriousness of
nuclear testing and other environ-
mental problems.
"I realized the deceit we had
been living under," she said. "That
was my politicization."
Furthermore, Williams realized
the connection between her love
for her family and her concern for
the environment "There is no sep-
aration between our family and the
.
family of the land," she said.
Williams began to act, eventual-
ly testifying before Congress on
the dangers of nuclear testing on
multiple occassions.
She described her personal con-
ception of the values that democ-
racy should entail. "Democracy
always means conversation,"
Williams said. "In the open space
of democracy there is room for
dissent. In the open space of
democracy there is room for dif-
ference."
Williams made a special appeal
to the students in the audience to
engage in democratic activism. "I
beg you, as students of Wooster
College, do not accept things the
way they are," she said. "Never
have we needed what you have to
give more."
. "Democracy is messy and
chaotic," said Williams. There is
a risk when building democracy
that, as she said, "we may be
wrong, we may make mistakes."
Nevertheless, Williams affirmed
that such risks would be worth
making. "Democracy is built on
the right to be insecure. We are
vulnerable, but we are vulnera-
ble together," she said. "May
you commit yourselves to per-
ilous liberty."
"In the future, I believe brave
men and women will write a
Declaration of Interdependence,"
said Williams. She maintained that
such a declaration would be
revered alongside the Declaration
of Independence.
Williams warned of the perils
that can come to democracy from
narrow-mindedne- ss and hatred.
"When minds close, democracy
begins to close."
In a society without democracy,
she claimed that people's beliefs
and opinions do not matter; as she
said, "We are told what to do, not
asked what we think."
However, Williams told the
audience that she remained hope-
ful for the future. "I'm seeing
common ground that I've never
seen before, and that common
ground is democracy," she said.
Speaker addresses
Continued from page 1.
their sticker and register by a cer-
tain date were charged a $50 fee.
According to Robert Blair, cam-
pus registrar, there were between
35 and 40 students fined last
semester. He thought that the
number was too high.
"I said we've got to stop this,"
said Blair. For this semester, stu-
dents confirmed their enrollment
by taking a copy of their schedule
from their mailbox.
Blair said that there were no
students fined this semester. "In
every way it was just a major
improvement," he said.
.
Keys and IDs Coordinator Dia
Miller expressed hope that the
change will make arena registra-
tion easier. "We're trying to fig-
ure outfiow we can cut down
time.''she said, "to alleviate
sometf that backup."
It is unclear exactly why what
Blair called the "mystery stick-
ers" were ever on the IDs.
According to Keys and IDs
office, the stickers were not nec-
essary for any purpose related to
campus identification.
"They didn't seem to serve a
purpose on campus as far as we
are concerned," said Miller.
Director of Security Joe Kirk stat-
ed that Safety and Security has
never used the stickers. "Our
racial profiling
issues generally have dealt with
the age of the ID holder and the
sticker does not provide that," he
said. Residential Life and
Housing previously coordinated
the use of the stickers. However,
Director of Residential Life and
Housing David Brown said, "Our
housing program did not utilize
the stickers in recent years."
Donna Yonker, meal plan and
catering coordinator, said that
Hospitality Services has also not
used the stickers in recent years.
Karen Edwards, assistant dean of
students for international student
affairs, said that the stickers were
not necessary for providing proof
of enrollment at the college for
international students.
Students, however, did use
them. "A lot of students have
said ... that a lot of movie the-
aters and restaurants will give
you a discount but if you don't
have a current card you won't
get a discount," said Foster.
The college is making an effort
to alleviate this problem. Miller
said that she would be willing to
contact local vendors to confirm
that the IDs are current. The
Registrar's office is also prepared
to provide assistance. "We'll
stand to help with verification of
enrollment," said Blair.
A separate issue that has arisen
on campus is the new printer sys
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ID Card changes cause problems
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Edward L. Gilbert '73, a lawyer.spoke at the Elack Studies
Seminar this Tuesday about racial profiling and cases he has tried.
tem. Starting this semester, stu-
dents will be provided with a lim-
ited amount of pages per semester.
In order to track the number of
pages printed by students, a new
program is being used.
The new printer system
requires students to go through
seven steps to print a job from the
- libraries or the Wired Scot and
there has been some difficulty in
the new system.
According to Kathy
Breitenbucher, manager of
User Services, the new printer
software sometimes does not
recognize the part of the COW
card encoding. "We have been
and continue to work with the
Keys and IDs staff and both
software vendors on effective
ways to get ID changes into
the printer accounting system.
We have not been able to trans-
fer that data easily," she said. The
" problem is currently being
addressed. Students are encour-
aged to take their COW cards to
Taylor Hall if they do not work.
"We actually need the ID itself
to fix the problems so students
need to bring their IDs to Taylor
Hall, second floor. If they are .
unable to come by during business
hours, we can make special
arrangements to meet them after
hours. The fixes take less than
two minutes," said Breitenbucher.
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Christ art explained
Roger Gilson
Staff Writer
Assistant Professor of Art
Stephen J. Lucey gave a presenta-
tion entitled "Christ Chameleon:
Imaging Jesus in the Middle Ages,"
on Wed., Oct 1 at 7:30 p.m. in Lean
Lecture Hall.
The presentation dealt with the
evolution of Christ
images from the
early Christian era
to the late
Medieval period,
and how they
reflected the evolv-
ing faith.
Lucey explained
why artistic por-
trayals of Christ
were very impor-
tant historically.
"People of the
Medieval Ages
had a highly
advanced visual
sense," he said.
Stephen J. Lucey
Assistant Professor ofArt
(Photo courtesy ofOPI)
"They were much
more visually developed then we
are today.they were able to inter-
pret visual images in a way that
people today simply couldn't"
The early church did not produce
a large amount of such imagery.
However, after Emperor
Constantine signed the Edict of
Milan, the Roman Empire took up
Christianity as the state religion
and, as Lucey said, "there was an
explosion of imagery." At this time,
messianic imagery came "to have
much in common with Roman
imperial imagery." Over time,
imagery of Jesus assimilated other
foreign concepts from Persian,
Greek arid Celtic cultural traditions.
The way Jesus' execution was
portrayed evolved with medieval
culture. For instance, during the
plagues, the Church used "really
gruesome images" to portray the
execution, which allowed plague-stricke- n
peasants to relate to
Christ's plight.
One of the reasons that imagery
was so important in the Middle
Ages was
because of the
low level of
information
about the physi-
cal appearance
of Christ in the
G o s p el
accounts. "One
line," said
Lucey, "is all
we get about
the Ascension."
Religious
imagery took
ideas from
Christian
sources outside
the canonical
Gospels, such as Apocryphal
gospels and Old Testament tradi-
tions. The expansion of the
Gospels allowed Medieval
Christians, in Lucey 's words, "to
get closer" to the story of Christ.
Lucey 's lecture was one in a series
of six being hosted by Wooster. The
series is entitled "Jesus: Many
Perspectives, a Single Portrait" The
next presentation, "God is with Us:
A View of Jesus from the African-Americ- an
Perspective" by The Rev.
Dr. Marvin A. McMickle, is being
held next Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. in
Lean Lecture Hall. A new speech is
presented each Wednesday until
Oct 22.
In the news section last week, the First Responder's hours
were reported incorrectly. They are available Wednesday,
Friday and Saturday from 8p.m. to 8a.m. an Editor erred
As journalism is a human process, there is a constant potential for
mistakes. Errors can be made at any step of the way: in newsgath-erin- g,
editing or printing. The Voice staff strives to avoid such mis-
takes, but when an error does occur, it is our policy to admit it and
promptly correct it. This space exists for that purpose. Call the
Voice office at 330-287-259- 8, or e-m- ail at voicewooster.edu.
SGA Funding Allocations
Fall Semester 2003
The Student Government Association held their funding hear
ings for the fall semester on Tuesday, Sept. 30 and Wednesday,
Oct 30. There were 32 groups and organizations that recieved
honoraries from SGA. Items that SGA funding may partially pay
for can include office services, office supplies, non-foo- d party
supplies, fees for speakers, rental of the Underground, admission
and membership fees.
Group Funding Requested Funding Received
Allies and Queers $300
Provecto Latino $1,000
WooSAS $1,000
COW Belles $289
Peace by Peace $440
Common Grounds $530
COW Dance Company $175
Society of Physics Students $625
College Democrats $500
South Asia Committee $200
Community Bike Program $830
Eta Sigma Phi (Classics) $210
National Student Speech
Language Hearing $980
Inter-Gree- k Council $400
SMAAC $275
'Psychology Club $615
Pursuing Scientific Interests $560
NRHH $875
Student Music Association $235
Moot Court Team $60
Chemistry Club $300
Tri-Be- ta (Bio Honor) 1 $563
EMPOWER $360
Yoga Club $600
SocAnthro Club $350
CARDED $418
Word-UP- ! $50
Muslim Students'
Association $1,185
Educational Adventure Club $620
Wooster Christian
Fellowship $960
Pueblo de Esperanza $460
Positive Image $300
$240
$465
$380
$107
$120
$115
$87.50'
$255
$170
$115
$355
$125
$240
$120
$105
$215
$295
$442
$115
$45
$200
$340
$85
$360
$207.50
$184
$40
$215
$235
$415
$290
$17
2003-200- 4 SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist
survivors of, or those w ho know survivors of sexual assault. For
assistance contact:
Nancy Anderson
Mary Bader
Heather Fitz Gibbon
Pam Frese
Dianna Kardulias
Carroll Meyer
Longbrake
Kaukel29A
Kauke7
Kauke8
The Lilly House
Westminster Church
Ext. 2319
Ext. 2357
Ext. 2371
Ext. 2256
Ext. 2301
Ext. 2208
Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext. 2319 or a
Campus Minister at Ext. 2602. To report an assault, contact the Wooster
City Police at 9TJ (emergencies) or 330-264-333- 3, or Security at Ext. 2590.
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Around the Corner
Friday, Oct. 3
Homecoming activities:
Coffeehouse: Ari Hest 9
p.m., Lowry Center.
Saturday, Oct 4
Homecoming activities:
Homecoming Carnival 11
a.m. to 2 p.m.
Sunday. Oct 5 j
,
:.'
' i
Homecoming activities
conclude.
Monday, Oct 6
Graduate School applica-
tion process table, 1 1 :30 a.m.
to 1 p.m. in Lowry Lobby.
Tuesday, Oct 7
Wooster Forum: Paul
Berman, 7:30 p.m.,
McGaw Chapel.
Wednesday, Oct. 8
GRE strategy workshop
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in Wishart.
To register, call 1-800-K- APTEST.
Thursday, Oct. 9
Visit Career Services in the
Rubbermaid Center between
2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Ice cream
sundaes will be served.
MATSOS
Malsos' Family Restaurant
10 offall CO.W. students
and faculty umtR 3,000 AI
154 W. liberty St
330-26488- 00
mm
BOOKS IN STOCK
Used and Rare Books
75,000 Volumes on 2 floors
Open 7days a week
.
MonSar.:8:30 am to 9:00 pm
Sun.: LOO pm to 5:00pm
Buy Sell Trade
: 140 East Liberty St.
Downtown Wooster, Ohio
330262-Boo- k
Viewpoints
Represents the opinion of the Wooster Voice Editorial Board
Doting dogs reduce campus stress
We extend a hearty thank you to the Wellness Center for bring-
ing therapy dogs to Lowry every week. As college students, many
of us face serious separation anxiety when it comes to pets. Yes,
we have fish, and sometimes four-legg- ed fish, and sometimes
even furry-four-legg- ed fish, but they just aren't the same as cats
and dogs. Canine therapy is a welcome alternative to treks home
just to play fetch with Rover. The canine therapy dogs are fluffy
and cheerful, a comfort to those of us who miss our pets. But they
are also perfectly well behaved, so they don't annoy the less dog-friend- ly
among us. The therapy dogs make every other Monday
and every other Thursday a little brighter. With the semester sure
to be busy until Christmas the need for relaxation is acute. It is a
true act of kindness for the College to invite dogs over to play.
Please keep our campus clean
Every .weekend, the members of the Voice's Editorial Board
notice that more and more of our peers keep trashing this cam-
pus. From the Natty Light cans that get chucked out of dorm
windows to the overturned trash cans that seem to be some sort
of drunken sport, we feel pity for the matiencence crew that has
to clean up our crap on Sunday.
We dislike stepping out of our dorms and houses and having to
pick up the Smokers Station and move aside empty beer cans just
to form a clear path to Lowry. For those of you who participate
in these "fun" activities on the weekend, we say "shame on you."
Act your age we're going to a private, liberal arts college
after all, not high school. There are plenty of other weekend
things to do on campus without finding sport in juvenile, hateful
activities like those named above. Besides, why pay $31,300 to
go to a college when we are just going to make it look like we go
to some place that is worth a lowly $3.13.
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Disabilities dialogue continues
To the editors,
I am glad that there is a dialogue
opening about the needs of dis-
abled students on campus. Kelly
O'Donnell took an important step
into the void of student perception
by underlining the fact that the
original article only gave the
administration's point of view. The
time has come for such a dialogue,
as I've sadly noted over the weeks
that the Wired Scot was built.
Have you taken a good look at
the Wired Scot? Surely it is very
pleasing to the eye, when one is
concentrating on stylistic elements.
However, to the eye trained to look
for accessibility for disabled stu-
dents, the Wired Scot is not beauti-
ful. Of the computers at the Wired
Scot, supposedly a place provided
for all students, none (zero, nil,
nada) are accessible to students
who have lower mobility difficul-
ty. The chairs are too tall for some
Where has Iraq issue gone in
collective campus conscience ?
As I sat down to write this let-
ter, I began thinking about our
current political climate. It
dawned on me that I had almost
entirely forgotten about the "War
on Terrorism."
I have become so comfortable
here in Wooster, where the trees
are lush and concerns are centered
around mini-dram- as such as poli-
cy changes at Java Hut that may
or may not prevent me from get-
ting a blueberry muffin at twelve
in the afternoon. My worries
about the war seem to have
become lost in the rush of the
everyday hustle.
There was a time, not so long
ago, when I was very concerned
about the war and what implica-
tions it might hold, not only for
Americans, but also for people
living in the Middle East.
I became particularly con-
cerned after the validity of.
statements made during the
President's State of the Union
address were - thrown - into
to navigate, and the computers are
stationed too high for anyone in a
wheelchair to access. There are
two accessible chairs and a table
.
for eating, but those don't help
when a disabled student wants to
type a paper.
Dave Brown was stating the
truth when he said that most of
Wooster's buildings were built at a
time when disability issues were
not understood or noticed. The
ADA law of around ten years ago
has put the College in a reactionary
standpoint: anytime they do certain
kinds of renovation to a building,
they must make the building acces-
sible. This can mean many more
costs, which means that the
College probably has to wait
longer to raise money for such
improvements before renovating a
building. Certainly, one cannot
expect all of the buildings to
acquire, for instance, elevators
overnight. I doubt that the College
question. It seems that many
of us have forgotten about
these issues. I wish to empha-
size, however, that the conflict is
surely any-
thing but over.
We still have
friends and rel-
atives partici-
pating in an
ambiguous
rneredithratliff mission and I
believe it is
important for us, as Americans, to
become as clear as possible about
this "conflict.
I am aware that everyone has
his or her own views about the
war. I am not writing this letter to
convince anyone that mine are
correct, but rather in the hopes
that it may spark some discussion.
It would be nice to re-ign- ite some
of the debate that took place in
dorm rooms all over the country
during the beginnings of this con-
flict, (conservative vs. liberal,
pacifist vs. realist). It is healthy to
will wake up one morning with
money from the ADA Fairy under-
neath its proverbial pillow.
However, the College also can-
not pat itself on the back and say
"job well done" just yet, even with
the building of the new accessible
dorm, or with the fact that Anne
Gates (who acts as ADA coordina-
tor on this campus) leaves her inac-
cessible office with a smile to meet
disabled students who need to
speak to her. There is a paradigm, a
mindset that needs to shift, and that
will take a long time. It would te
much better if the College provid-
ed a proactive response to this
mindset, instead of making more
blunders such as an inaccessible
Wired Scot. The dialogue that has
been opened needs to continue.
Disabled students don't expect mir-
acles overnight, but they do expect
to be considered.
- Jacqui Schedler 06
question issues as serious as this one,
and it is not when those who do so are
considered to be unpatriotic.
I could spend the rest of this let-
ter trying to convince some doubt-
ful readers that there is, in fact, a
distinction between Nationalism
and Patriotism.
Explaining that the desire to
question the motives and actions
of the government need not be an
expression of hatred Tfor the
United States, but instead can be
understood as an expression of
deep love for this country. Love
that may compel one to put them-
selves on the line and raise
uncomfortable questions about
why U.S. soldiers are being' asked
to give up their lives and to possi-
bly take others. However, I would
much rather leave it to those read-
ing this letter to debate amongst
themselves.
Ratliff is a columnist for the
Voice and can be reached at
MRatleffwooster.edu
Sexual assault policy
not readily available
To the editors,
As one of the main organiza-
tions that deals with gender issues
on campus, the Women's
Resource Center wishes to
express our concern regarding the
College's policies on sexual
assault and rape.
Having just received pamphlets
describing the drug and alcohol
policies on campus, we feel that a
similar piece of literature needs to
be distributed to all students con-
cerning the rape and sexual
assault policies.
The Handbook of Selected
College Policies does not include
all the policies, and if students
'
wish to know more about the sub-
ject, they have
to make a trip
to the Dean of
Students
Office.
Though
many students the policies.
may need or
want access te
"...literature needs to
be distributed to all
students concerning
this information, such a method
of obtaining it can be intimidating
and uncomfortable.
Supposedly, the entire policy is
available on the College website,
but there is no direct link for it,
making it difficult to find.
Putting the full policy on the
Internet and making it easily
accessible would improve this
situation, and this change could
: be easily carried out.
Our overall concern is that
students are unaware of the
measures to take if they are vic-
tims of a sexual assault or rape
on campus.
If they try to navigate the sys-
tem, many find the process so.
they finally drop their charges.
there was only a single incident
reported during the 2002 calendar
year, while there were many
women at last spring's Take Back
the Night event who voiced expe-
riences of rape and sexual assault
on campus.
If the policy were better under-
stood by the student body and
more accessible, students might
be willing to follow through until
conviction, resulting in a more
accurate portrayal of the number
of cases of sexual assault that
occur on campus and would bet-
ter do justice to the victim.
Sexual assault and rape cases
that continue through the campus
process result in a trial by one's
peers and faculty at Judicial
Board, which
is an educa
tional tool that
cannot enforce
punitive sanc-
tions.
If a Judicial
Board trial of
" sexual assault
or rape reaches conviction, there
are no specific consequences out-
lined and a decision is made on a
case-by-ca- se basis.
Past consequences have includ-
ed academic probation and athlet-
ic suspension. While this is the
extent to which the J-Bo- ard can
impose sanctions, we feel that
these are not sufficient in provid-
ing justice to the victim.
Although women do have the
alternative of going through the
law, we feel that the College
needs to promote a more effective
and supportive way for women to
deal with this issue on campus.
However, the Women's
Resource Center would gladly
take part in discussions about
improving tne current system
Since many students do not fol-- We await the new policies that
low the process through to trial, the College plans to announce
there are few convictions.
The College only has to report
those complaints in which the
suspect is found guilty of sexual
assault andor rape in its annual
crime report. This explains why
during this school year, and we
hope to see positive changes
that reflect these concerns with-
in them.
- Women's Resource Center
Wooster Voice
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SRC sings praises of recycling
To the editors,
As a co-cha- ir of the Students'
Rights Coalition (SRC) and a
member of the Recycling Task
Force (RTF), I am writing in sup-
port of the new recyclingtrash
system. Both the SRC and the
RTF spent a lot of time last
semester trying to think of the
best way to keep a
things to turn out well.
This places a lot of responsibil-
ity on all parties involved, espe-
cially the students, who are
expected to take out their own
trash and recyclables. But we, the
members of the SRC and the RTF,
know that based on the support
that you all gave us last semester
in our quest to improve the depart- -
recycling department TTTTTthat could run more "..this new (recycling) system saves
efficiently and on a a lot of money while increasing
ISSZtmc recycling rates at the College...the
task, as there were new system is working."
many factors to take
into account We considered sev-
eral factors and ideas, but the best
idea we had was for students to
take out their own trash and recy-
cling. Modeled after the success-
ful program at Ohio University,
this new system saves a lot of
money while increasing recycling
rates at the College. This new sys-
tem requires that everyone
involved do their part in order for
ment, this was a sacrifice that you
would be willing to make.
We are happy to inform all of
you that the new system is work-
ing quite well, and we are very
pleased with how well the imple-
mentation of. the new program
has been. There are so many
departments and people who
have worked together to make
this new system work. One
example is the Residential Life
and Housing staff, which has
been wonderful in preparing the
students for their duties within
the new program.
Anoth er example is
Hospitality Services, which has
been instrumental in dealing
with compacting a lot of the
cardboard produced by the
College. Everyone
plays a part in
making the sys-
tem work well.
So, in closing,
on behalf of the
SRC and the RTF,
I would like to
thank the students, the staff,
and the administrators for their
various ; inputs that make this
new system work.
We do care about your input,
and we are constantly looking for
ways in which we can improve. If
you have any suggestions, feel
free to e-m- ail them to me.
-- Sarah Mickley '05
Editorial Policy
The Voice encourages all letters to the editors. Letters must include a telephone number, and they must be
received by 5 pjn. on Monday for Friday publication. Electronic submissions via e-m- ail are encouraged
(voiced yvooster.edu). The stcjasks that letters be limited to 500 words. Some letters may not be printed. Jlie
Voice reserves the right to hold and grammatically proof arry letter which it receives.
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Brown discusses comic books and his inner child
Erik Shilling
Features Editor
"You can tell a collector from a
non-collect- or once they hear
about Nicholas Cage," explained
Residential Life kand Housing
Director Dave Brown. Cage
recently old his collection of
comic bdoks for $1.68 million.
"The non-collect- ors say, 'wow, I
wish I had all of that money.' The
collectors say, 'wow, I wish I had
all of those comics!"
You can count Brown amongst
the collectors. He has a collection
of "hundreds" of comics, many
of which feature favorite Marvel
comic heroes such as the
Incredible Hujk, the X-M- en and
Spider-Ma-n. His assortment of
dreamy relics occupies the entire
basement of his house, and fortu-
nately for Brown, he is married
to "a very supportive wife,.
His collection includes not
only comic books, but action fig-
ures as well. "I fold myself, when
action figures first came out in
the eighties, that I was a consum-
mate collector," Brown reveals.
He finally caved to his impulses
and purchased a Captain America
figurine around that time, the
beginning of a collection, which
was to soon equal the size of his
stockpile of comic books, includ-
ing "hundreds."
Brown declined to estimate the
value of his collection because
for him, "that's not what it's
about. I'm not in it for the money.
Editor survives weekend Greyhound
Elizabeth Weiss
A&E Editor
Plucky co-e- d takes long solo
trip on Greyhound Bus. It's like
the premise of a Lifetime movie
the kind of nightmare scenario
that makes overprotective moth-
ers buy their daughters cell
phones and mace.
But last weekend, it wasn't the
plot of the latest Tori Spelling
flick. It was 12 long hours of
my real life, complete with a
love story, desperate acts by
although many people are."
The explosion of eBay, has, in
many ways propelled the busi-
ness of comics to greater heights.
Collectors can now easily resell
their books and action figures
Residential Life and Housing director Dave Brown poses with part of
his personal comic book and action figure collection. Brown has been
collecting for years, but had to re-sta- rt his collection at age 25. (Photo
by Eliza Cramer) "
online, to a potential customer
base of millions, whereas before
they could trade only at shows or
hobby shops, or through the
equivalent of classified ads.
Brown has been interested in
comicsjong before the advent of
eBay, though
"I was a big fan when I was ten
years old," Brown said. "Back
then it was kids trading and col- -
depraved criminals, and an
ensemble of characters straight
out of central casting.
I had to go home for a doctor's
appointment, and my parents
couldn't pick me up. So, with a
mix of horror and fascination, I
bought my first Greyhound Bus
ticket. We've all heard the stories
muggings at the station, knifin-
gs in the ticket line, bathrooms so
dirty an Eagle Scout would rather
hold it but, undaunted, I dove
right in and sought my share of
the adventure. And oh, the adven
lecting comics, building and
comparing their collections.
Now, kids just go to their friends'
houses and play Playstation 2."
Brown purchased and traded
comics until he was 15 and sub- -
sequently sold off his collection
because, at the time, he felt that
he had outgrown his hobby. He
was drawn back into comics at
the age of 25 because he "missed
the escapism" of it.
"Hanging on to your inner
child, hanging on to those char-
acters that stood out to you,"
Brown said, describing the
allure. "Everybody has a charac
ture I had.
Things started innocently
enough. Friday morning I woke
up, ate breakfast, took a physics
"My travelmates were a mix of college
students, ex-con- s, Amish men, little
old ladies, and ordinary people... "
exam, and rode to the Greyhound
Station. A few more customers
straggled in, and at 10:25 a.m., we
boarded the bus for Columbus.
ter that meant something to them;
I think people identify with char-
acters."
Brown attributes nationwide
success of comic books and
comic storylines to people who,
like he, desire some
form of an escapist
pleasure, people who
find a part of themselves
in the characters. Even
in an age of computers,
when comic books seem
to be increasingly
upstaged by more
sophisticated forms of
entertainment, the sen-
sation of movies like
The Hulk, Spider-Ma-n,
and Daredevil suggests
that the spirit of the
comic storylines of yes-
teryear is still alive.
Computers have, in
many ways increased
the quality' of comic
books produced .today.
"Artwork has gotten
better and better,"
Brown said. Brown
mentioned that many
comics today rely heavily on
computer-generate- d graphics
technologies that control inking
and coloring effects. Whereas in
the past superior illustrations
may have held some sway in
buyers minds, today. Brown
agrees that "what sells comic
books now are storylines,"
since high-quali- ty graphics are
more easily produced because of
My travelmates were a mix of
college students, ex-con- s, Amish
men, little old ladies, and ordinary
people who just happened to be
taking the bus. I sat across from a
pretty shady looking fellow: heav-
ily tattooed, white socks with
brown .shoes,, unsavory-lookin- g
computers.
Brown was "fascinated" by Art
Spiegelman, last year's Wooster
Forum headliner and a known
innovator in the comic world.
Spiegelman mainly uses his
comics as an avenue for political
expression and much of his work
is published overseas.
In his lecture Spiegelman dis-
missed the value of superhero
comics, but, according to Brown,
the value of such entertainment
should not be understated.
Brown believes that comic
books featuring superheroes can
be more than just one-dimensio- nal
entertainment. "In the late 60s,
Stan Lee chose to publish comic
books that had a heavy drug
theme." They were controversial
at the. time, but Brown points to
that incident, and subsequent
similar examples, as proof that,
through comics, "you can speak
to kids about real topics."
Brown believes. that
Spiegelman's political bent is a
result of the era in which he grew
up, an era when politically
charged comics like Mad
Magazine were popular. "If he was
twenty years younger, the super-hero- es
would mean more to him."
Most of the Brown's interest in
comics, though, is rooted in his
past. "A big part of the 'fun is
reminiscing." And then, recalling
a quote he once heard, he is able
to nail the feeling down more
precisely: "it's 'collecting memo-
ries in solid form."
voyage
facial hair. But there was nothing
TOO disturbing about him until
he began gesticulating wildly and
muttering bad words to himself.
Now, to be fair, he could have
been talking on an invisible
hands-fre- e cell phone, or perhaps
he was chatting with a bus nymph,
or scolding Gary the Greyhound
Ghost for his spectral mischief,
but I was pretty darn nervous just
the same. Later, he pulled out a
square of fabric adorned with a
county-fai- r air-brush- ed heart He
V. ',',' '.' 'Continued qi page 7..
It is ' HomeCOmillff5
Elizabeth Yvko
Features Editor
Just 'when you thought Wooster
couldn't get more exciting,
Wooster Activities Crew (WAC)
has filled the upcoming
Homecoming weekend with
events geared towards current stu-
dents and returning alumni alike.
Basically, Homecoming is a
chance for Wooster graduates to
make a token visit to campus with-
out looking like they are attempt-
ing to relive their college days by
being "that guy," or girl, that keeps
coming back for more.
Kiley Weaver '04 performs at last year 's home-
coming football game, (file photo)
"It Homecoming is important
because for the first time, the foot-
ball team if introduced or rather
reintroduced to the campus com-
munity," said Ijay James '04,
WAC's special events chair. "First-yea- rs
and transfers can get an idea
of the ability and athleticism of the
football team while celebrating in
the Wooster team spirit."
Solo acoustic artist Ari Heist
will be kicking off the weekend's
festivities at 9 p.m. in the Lowry
Lounge. Steven Jackson will be
the opening act at 8 p.m. in
Lowry Lounge.
"These performers are brought
by the Wooster Activities Crew via
The Coffeehouse Committee
headed by Wil Burton '05"
James explained.
The Homecoming revelry will
continue on Saturday with the
annual Homecoming Carnival.
The event will be held on Lowry
Back Patio from 1 1 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Among the attractions will be
four inflatable games, caricature
artists, popcorn and Homecoming
memorabilia such as photo key-chain- s,"
Scot Spirit tattoos, pom
poms and face paintings. All of the
activities are free to participants.
All of the hullabaloo of the
carnival will culminate in the
football game against Ohio
Wesleyan University "so stu
dents can stop by
and get items to
promote Scot Spirit
at the game,"
James said.
Saturday night,
WAC will provide
shuttles to Movies
10 where the tickets
will be offered at a
discounted rate.
The Black Alumni
Association is spon-
soring an all-camp- us
Homecoming
party at the
Underground on
Saturday night. This
will be a chance for
Wooster students of
the past and present
to catch up, remi-
nisce and enjoy the
beverage selection
the Underground
has to offer.
There will also be barbeques
and brunches for alumni through-
out on Saturday and Sunday.
"Homecoming has been histori-
cally planned by the Special Events
Committee," Ijay explained.
"The weekend often involves a
late-nig- ht entertainment, a carni-- .
val and perhaps an all campus
party. It is a weekend where many
alumni and parents come to the
campus to visit students and
watch the football teams biggest
home game."
As the special events chair,
James began planning for the
weekend in July and "it seems as if
everything has come full circle,"
James said. "They should take
advantage of this weekend chock
full of activities." ' -
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Student transportation options explored
. outside to I.D. the perp, with an Faith that yourv driver isn't someContinued from page 6.
shook his head, and began cursing
more violently. For a moment, I
felt nothing but pity this poor,
bitter man, the victim of a tragic
love affair! But when he started
leering at me, the glint of
revenge in his beady eyes, I
remembered that tragic love
affairs often lead to serial mur-
der. I was distinctly uncomfort-
able for the rest of the trip.
When we arrived in Columbus,
I let him get off the bus first. I
needn't have bothered I don't
know much about Columbus, but
the station seemed to be in a
scuzzy part of town. Panhandlers,
pimps, and prostitutes lined the
streets, looking up at me with hol-
low, desperate eyes. (Okay, that's
a lie, but it was pretty scary just
the same.)
I entered the station, trying to
look my most unattractive and
least worth raping. I had a two
hour layover before I was to board
the bus that would take me to
South Bend, IN, my final destina-
tion. I decided to get some lunch
at the Travelers' Grill, a charming
establishment offering a wide
selection of key chains, crossword
puzzle books, carnival-styl- e
stuffed ducks and smokeless
tobacco, as well as ridiculously
greasy burgers and fries. (I don't
ordinarily complain aoout such
matters, but it should be noted that ;
when I lifted my cheeseburger, a
puddle of fat about three inches in
diameter immediately dripped to
the table.)
I settled down to eat, feeling
like my trip had gotten kind of
dull; all of a sudden, things got
VERY exciting. A ruckus broke
out at the counter. A customer
started to shout. An employee
tried to calm him down. "Holy
Moly!" I thought, "The burgers
aren't THAT bad!" v )
Things escalated. He pulled out
a knife! (Okay, that might ,be a
lie; I couldn't actually see, him,
but he definitely sounded; like a
man brandishing a knife.); "I'm
not afraid of you!" cried our Hero-
ine, Woman-Behind-the-Count- er.
He was making violent threats.
She called the police. Moments
later, sirens were blaring outside.
The man bolted. Eventually,
Woman-Behind-the-Coun- ter went
impressive, all-in-a-day's-- work
. attitude. She was one tough
broad. Working for Greyhound,
you can't help but get tough fast.
The rest of the trip was tame by
comparison. Long, grimy and
uncomfortable, but tame. It had
its moments: There was the little
girl who asked me what time it
was every 20 minutes. There
were the two cranky babies who
cried incessantly for three hours.
There was the young man with
pants sagging so low he couldn't
reach his pockets who hit on me
persistently, refusing to accept
that I was not,- - in fact, going to
agree to a station-sto- p hookup.
There was the little Amjih boy
who stuck his tongue out at me
for a full fifteen minufes. Of
course, I stuck my tongue out
back at him. Of course, his par-
ents caught me. Oops.
But as we rode along, I came
to a realization: riding the
Greyhound Bus is an act of faith.
i -
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alchie who's going to veer you
off the rode. Faith that the old;
woman with 'the big carpetbag
isn't going to steal your
Discman if you go to the bath-
room. Faith that the fellow who
borrows your cell phone five
times isn't making a drug deal to
which you are now an accom-
plice. Riding the bus, you have
to rely on other people. You
become a community. A familv.
The trip is long and horrible, but
you'll get through it together.
That's a really amazing feeling.
I won't deny it: riding the
Greyhound Bus sucked. But it
sucked in a powerful, life-affirmi- ng
way. While cars are more
comfortable and airplanes much
quicker, the Greyhound Bus
plays, and will always play an
essential role in the transportation
of goods and people across this
great nation. I would highly rec-
ommend riding one to anyone
who doesn't have any alternative..
--
B-l
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upcoming
Concerts
The Mars Volta
1016
Metropol
Pittsburgh, Penn.
Weakerthans
1017
Newport Music Hall
Columbus, Ohio
Shawn Colvin with Dar
Williams
1019
Palace Theatre
Columbus, Ohio
Spiritualized with Soledad
Brothers
1022
Club Laga
Pittsburgh, Penn.
Simon & Garfunkel
1022
Schottenstein Center
Columbus, Ohio
Eagles
1023
Schottenstein Center
Columbus, Ohio
Bone Thugs 'N Harmony
with Insane Clown Posse
1023
Metropol
Pittsburgh, Penn.
Holly Golightly
1024
Beachland Ballroom and
Tavern
Cleveland, Ohio
Detroit Cobras
1025
Beachland Ballroom and
Tavem
Cleveland, Ohio
Pete Yorn
1027
Metropol
Pittsburgh, Penn.
- compiled from
www.pollstar.com
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Editors: Kara Barney Elizabeth Weiss
Film society entertains and
Leah Koontz
Staff Writer
If you prefer a more intellectu-
al film-goin- g experience than
watching "2 Fast 2 Furious" at
the local multiplex, you're in
luck. The Multicultural Film
Society, a new group on campus
this year, will be sponsoring a
number of film viewings on cam-
pus throughout the semester.
According to James Riviere "06,
the founder and president of the
group, the society was formed "to
spread film awareness in order to
convey its political, social, and
artistic importance in society." .
"We are trying to convey that
movies aren't just for 'entertain-
ment, but for .education in all
realms of society," said Riviere.
Many colleges have Film Studies
departments and clubs, and the
Multicultural Film Society hopes
to fill this void at the College of
Wooster. In keeping with the edu-
cational nature of the. Film
Society, for each viewing a pro-
fessor will choose a film to be
shown, and will then lead a dis-
cussion after each viewing about
the film's significance.
According to Terry Rowden
assistant professor of English and
the society's advisor, the faculty
has been very responsive and
there are already ten to fifteen
professors interested in leading
discussions. "I agreed to be the
Curtain rises for Cleveland area theater
Elizabeth Weiss
A&E Editor
Wooster students have been
known to bemoan the cultural iso-
lation of our campus. Rural
Northeast Ohio so far from
museums, the dazzling lights of
Broadway and public transporta-
tion it can get a little depress- - .
ing. But we do, have opportunities
to attend plays, lectures and con-
certs on campus. And for students
who want the professional theater
experience, we also have access
to a rich and varied theater com-
munity just an hour away. The
Cleveland area's theaters offer a
advisor for the Multicultural Film
Society because I felt that the
vision of the organizers was
strong and I agreed with their
The men of the new Multicultural Film Society gather in Luce. Women
are, ofcourse, welcome in the Film Society. (Photo by Pamela Miller)
commitment to increasing con-
sciousness about film on cam-
pus," said Rowden.
For their first event this year,
the Film Society held a barbeque
and showed movies in order to
increase awareness of the soci-
ety's purpose. About thirty people
attended and were treated to both
Brian De Palma's "Scarface" and
Joel Coen's "The Big Lebowski,"
which attests to the wide variety
wide range of . productions,
including national tours of recent
Broadway hits, old favorites, and
exciting new plays. All of these
types of productions are repre-
sented in the next month of the-
ater in Cleveland.
Two theaters will be tackling
Shakespeare classics. The Brooks
Theater, located in the Cleveland
Playhouse, will .be presenting
"Twelfth Night," Shakespeare's
gender-bendin- g comedy of mis-
taken identities. Students who
saw the theatre department's col-
orful, pop-mus- ic production of
"Twelfth Night" last spring may
be interested in seeing another"
of films' the society intends to
bring to campus. On Sept. 19,
Rowden sponsored a viewing and
discussion of Spike Lee's "25th
Hour." The next event, which will
also be a viewing and discussion,
is scheduled for after fall break.
The Film Society, however, is
currently sorting out the copy-
right issues they face by showing
films to large groups. "We are
trying to quickly and efficiently
get the Film Society off the
ground. But we have to be very
careful about not getting the
College of Wooster in trouble in
theater's take on the play. The
show is opening Oct 9 and will
run through Oct. 25. As part of the
Great Lakes Theater Festival, the
Ohio Theater, located at
Playhouse Square, will offer a
new production of "Hamlet." One
of the greatest plays of all time,
"Hamlet" promises to be a stimu-
lating theater experience. It will
run Oct 10 through Nov. 9.
Musical theater will also be
widely produced in Greater
Cleveland this month. "Carousel,"
a Rogers and Hammerstein classic
which recently enjoyed a
Broadway revival directed and
choreographed by the Tony award
educates
regards to gaining permission
from various sources to show
the films. We want this to be a
program that cooperates with
and welcomes the entire com-
munity," said Riviere.
According to Riviere, the
Multicultural Film Society is
always happy to accept new
members. The Luce multipur-
pose room, where the films are
screened, has a maximum
occupancy of a hundred peo-
ple, so there is plenty of room
for interested students. The
society hopes to someday
hold a film festival, in which
students can submit their
self-create- d films from lengths
of five minutes to half an hour.
Rowden said he plans to
remain affiliated with the socie-
ty, "if not indefinitely as advi-
sor, certainly as a member of the
College of Wooster community
who values the work that the
Multicultural Film Society is
trying to do."
Although this is the Film
Society's first semester on cam-
pus, students and faculty alike
already responded positively to
the group's efforts; film seems
to have found a place here at the
College.
For more information" about
the Film Society, contact
Riviere at ext. 6462.
--additional reporting by Kara Barney
winning Susan Stroman, will be
presented by the Carousel Dinner
Theater in Akron, now through
Nov. 2.. The show is a favorite of
See "'Vibrant Theater," pg. 9.
Seabiscuit (12:45, 3:30, 6:15,
8:50)6:15,8:50
Bend it Like Beckham (12:00)
Freaky Friday (2:15, 4:15, 6:30,
8:30)6:30,8:30
( ) indicates Sst-Su- n times
Admission only $3.50
116 E. South St Wooster
330-263-62- 27
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CD Review
Outkast outdo themselves with newest release
David Drake
Staff Writer
Imagine that it is 1994. Bill
Clinton is the president, the mili-
tary is telling us not to ask or tell
and New York's hip-ho- p domi-
nance is on shaky ground. In
"Illmatic" and "Ready to Die,"
New York had reached its cre-
ative apex, and the West Coast
had moved into greater commer- -
.
cial success. It was one year after
"Doggystyle" and only one year
before "Me Against the World." It
was in this shifting environment
of musical change that a then-unkno- wn
Atlanta duo released
their first album, a composite
of New York-styl- e breaks,
melodies and its own
southern-frie- d outlook.
Ten years later, Outkast are one
of the biggest groups in the
world. Not only has the critical
establishment fallen in line
(three albums late), but
"Stankonia" their biggest release
to date, has gone platinum sev
eral times over. Anticipation for
"SpeakerboxxxThe Love Below"
has been great, and with rumors --
floating around about an impend-
ing breakup rumors reinforced
by the duo's decision to record
their latest opus not as one album
but as two separate discs the
surrounding hype became deafen-
ing. With the release of "Hey Ya,"
it became clear that Andre's new
single signified a radically new
direction he wasn't even rap-
ping! The consensus in rock critic
circles, of course, then became
that Andre's half was clearly
going to be the dominant portion;
after all, "Hey Ya" is a sublimely
perfect pop single. The ques-
tion remains: does this split-effo- rt
release signify the end
of Outkast? ' '
The answer is decidedly no.
"SpeakerboxxxThe Love Below"
is undoubtedly an Outkast album,
from beginning to end. It contin-
ues the tradition of creating elec-
trifying dance music in the spirit
of 80s electro-fun-k a la Afrika
Bambaataa or Newcleus, all while
thORtON WIldER'S
incorporating the older influences
of George Clinton and
Parliament-Funkadeli- c. At the
-- same time, the group forges ahead
in their own unique direction of
futuristic space-fun- k, yet some-
how remain firmly rooted in the
southern attitude of a classic Stax
soul cut. The album is a brilliant
blend of ringing snares and hand-
claps, funk-infus- ed basslines and
horn riffs focused on the flatted
third, harmonized choruses, and
deep southern bounce. While
Andre's head is in the starSrByig
Boi is firmly rooted in the call of
the dance floor. While Andre
speaks of love and lust, broken
hearts and bizarre relationships,
Big Boi speaks to the struggles of
a man on a day to day basis, sto-
ries about life in the south.
The stronger of the two albums
is clearly "Speakerboxx," Big
Boi's effort. Andre's album at its
best seems to be the synthesis of
100 years of black music; songs
like "Hey Ya," "Love in War" and
"Spread," with its rattling --
rimshots, seem to push the very
n
v:
.
r.
v
k
boundaries of what pop music can
sound like, and as a result, the
later unevenness cannot halt the
importance of this half of the
album. But the second half of the
album, and its countless inter-
ludes, drag Andre's portion down
into a mire of contrived and
unfulfilled concepts, epitomized
by the disastrous misstep "Behold
a Lady." In contrast to Andre's
subtle inconsistency, Big Boi's
album is solid nearly start to fin-
ish. "Unhappy" is reminiscent of
the classic Getto Boys cut "Mind
Playing Tricks on Me," down to
the undercurrent of utter hope-
lessness that runs throughout;
even the production seems a 2003
update of the Getto Boys' guitar-loo- p
" based production.
"Ghettomusik" is a slamming
techno-influenc- ed track with a
buzzing bassline and: ridiculously
catchy chorus; "Church" features
a Charles Mingus-styl- e break-
down into a gospel coda; and for
"Knowing," Big Boi apparently
managed to resurrect Curtis
Mayfield to sing the ridiculously
Vibrant theater in
continued from page 8.
American musical theater. Tours
of "Les Miserables" and
"Chicago" will be stopping at
Playhouse Square, at the Allen
Theatre and State Theatre respec-
tively. "Les Miserables," which
recently closed after a long run on
Broadway, is a show worth see-
ing, even in the scaled back pro-
duction currently on tour. It will
run Oct. 7 through Oct. 12.
"Chicago," which is bound to
draw large crowds after the recent
success of the movie version, will
run from Oct. 21 to 26.
Cleveland-are- a theaters will
also present several more contem-
porary straight plays. "The Glass
Menagerie," by - Tennessee
once Upon a Time in The
Mexico,
(1:40) 7:40 The
Dickie Roberts: Former (1:00)
Child Star Out
4:40. 10:20 --
Duplex'
(1:30)
Cold
(1 :45) 4:45. 6:55, 9:30 4:10.
School of Rock
(t:20) 420. 7:20. 10:00 (1:10)
Photo courtesy of Arista Records
soulful chorus And this '.only-slightl- y
glances upon the great-
ness of the two discs.
Despite the superiority of
"Speakerboxxx," both albums are
incredible accomplishments.
Outkast remain at the forefront of
American musical development
with this release. The album is a
sprawling and occasionally con-
trived mess of such beauty and
unbelievable brilliance that in ten
years, it will be impossible to
imagine pop music without the
legacy of "Speakerboxxx" and
"The Love Below." :
Northeast Ohio
Williams will be running at the
Actor's Summit in Hudson Oct.
23 to Nov. 9. Williams play is a
favorite of regional theaters and
their audiences alike. "Boy Gets
Girl," Rebecca Gilman's chill-
ing play about the unforeseen
consequences of a blind date,
will be presented at the Studio
Theater in Lakewood. It will be
opening Oct. 3 and running
through Oct. 26.
It's not the Great White Way,
but regional theater in Cleveland
offers students an intellectually
stimulating and entertaining pro-
fessional theater experience. This
may be rural Ohio, but with so
many plays to choose from,
Cleveland area theater patrons
have an exciting month ahead.
Rundown" Underworld
(1:35) 4:35. 7:35. 10:15' (1:05)4 05.7:05.9:45
Fighting Temptations Secondhand Lions
4:00. 7:00. 9:40 (1:25). 4:25. 7:25. 10:05
of Time" Under the Tuscan Sun
4:30. 7:30. 10:10 (1:15)4 15. 7 15.9 55
Creek Manor . .
9:50 . No PassesEvening
Matchstick Men Classic Super saver
7:10 (Sat-Su- n only)
Sports
Sports Boxers
Let's talk playoffs
The postseason begins this
week and just like every other
year the country is divided into
two groups:
Yankee fans
and those
who
absolutely
hate them. I
hate the
ericshipe Yankees
almost as
much as I hate Duke basketball,
the Steelers and the Ravens.
Here are my predictions for this
years fall classic:
Twins over Yankees: Can you
say overrated? The Bronx
Bombers will choke just like
they did last year. Tori Hunter
and his buddies will put an end
to the Joe Torre era. The
Yankees have too many old
pitchers and their gas tanks are
on empty after a long season.
The Twins will prove that
money cannot always buy a
World Series championship.
Red Sox over A's: The key
will be game one. If the Red
Sox can win with a dominant
Pedro on the mound, it will
spell trouble for the rest of the
league. The A's have three of
the best starters in the league,
but inconsistency has been a
problem. Pitching usually pre-
vails over hitting in the play-
offs, but when the hitting has
Pedro pitching twice in the
series, I give the Red Sox the
nod in this one.
Cubs over Braves: The Cubs
young power pitchers remind
me of the mid 90's Braves.
Sammy Sosa and the Cubs
enter the postseason on a roll,
while the Braves have had
nothing to play for since mid
August. Throw in the fact that
the Braves have only one
World Series championship in
twelve straight trips to the
postseason and it all adds up to
a Cubs win.
Giants over Marlins: Barry
Bonds is the best player in
baseball and the Marlins just do
not have enough fire power to
stay with them. Sidney Ponson,
a pitcher the Giants acquired
from the Orioles during mid
season could play a big role in
this series.
Red Sox over Twins: Twins
do not have enough pitching or
hitting to stay with the Sox.
Cubs over Giants: Sammy vs.
Barry. Barry is definitely the
better player, but the pitching
edge will go to the Cubs as
Dusty Baker beats his old team
in a great series.
World Series Red Sox
over Cubs: The world will end
.if this happens, but I love this
match-u- p. The key to the
series will be how Manny,
Nomar, and Ortiz handle the
Cubs power pitchers. Look for
a lot of home runs and an
exciting series that could go to
the full seven games. Once
again, my boy Kenny Lofton
will go to the series and leave
without a championship. :
Where do they find
these people?
He's been very talkative. But
it is usually under oath.
- Sandy Alderson Oakland A's
GM, on Albert Belle
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Volleyball kills the opponents
Jessica Hizsay
Staff Writer
Over the past week the
College of Wooster volleyball"
team racked up two more wins
for this season. Ursulirie
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Erin Schaffner '07 rises high to hammer down the ball with authority.
(Photo by Carolina Hotra)
College and Kenyon College
both fell to the Fighting Scot's
during this weeks play improv-
ing the Scot's overall record to
12-- 9. This light week has
allowed the team to focus and
prepare for next weeks confer-
ence matches.
On September 25, the Scots
swept past Ursuline College in
three matches (30-2- 6, 30-1- 9,
30-26- ), winning their third
straight match. The Scots
were lead by the attacks of
Tiffany Rice '06 and Erin
Schaffner '07 racking up a
respective 12 and 14 kills.
Katie Marco '06 also helped
the Scots with the victory by
pounding out 6 kills while
recording no attack errors.
Mary-Kat- e Fowkes '06. also
added 34 assists to her stats
against Ursuline placing her
just 35 assis.s short of being
the second player Wooster his-
tory rack up 800 assists in a
single season. Kristin Triebel
'07 led the defense with an
impressive 11 digs.
During the second match of
the week on September 30, the
Scots hosted Kenyon College
ending the three match home
stay. The Scots defeated
Kenyon in four games with
scores of 30-2- 6, 28-3- 0, 30-2- 8,
and 30-2- 2. Offensively the
Scot's were led by the attacks
of Ashley Quisenberry '07,
p
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Rice and Schaffner '07 who
respectively recorded 17, 11,
and 13 kills each. Fowkes '06
became the second player in
school history to record over
800 assists in a season after
racking up 47 assists against
Kenyon. Becky Rohlfs '05 led
the Scot's defensive with 22 digs
during the match.
When asked about the past
week Katie Marco '06 stated,
"We've been working really
hard in practice and it's produc-
ing great results in our games.
Everyone is doing their job as
an individual and that allows us
to play well as a team."
This up coming weekend on
Oct. 4, Wooster will travel to
Springfield, Ohio to participate
in a tri-mat- ch against Oberlin
College at 1 p.m. and the
NCAC defending champion
Wittenberg University.
"We're ready to . show
Wittenberg what we got this
year," said Becky Rohlfs '05,
"they have always been really
good and we have struggled
with them, but we've improved
and we are ready for a fight."
With the improvement the .
Volleyball team is making, they
hope to carry over their momen-
tum into the PjCAC tournament
this weekend.
1
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Comeback
Jennifer Eklund
Staff Writer
The Fighting Scot football team
proved themselves to be a four-quart-er
team on Saturday.
Overcoming a rough first half to
score six unanswered touchdowns
Scot's defense gets set in the trenches as they face Case Western 's high
power offense. The defense held the offense at bay and had a dominat-
ing second half that helped the Scots come from behind to win. (Photo
by Pamela Miller)
in the third and fourth quarters, the
Scots shocked everyone but them-
selves in defeating a powerful Case
Western Reserve University 62-3- 3.
Wooster Voice
Soccer continues steadfast improvement
Michelle Erickson
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster men's
soccer team hit the road this
weekend and headed to NCAC
rival Wittenberg University.
Fresh off a heart-breaki- ng loss
to Allegheny College, the Scots
were looking to even their con-
ference record and gain some
confidence on the young season.
They were able to do just that as
they beat the Tigers 5-- 2. Adam
Milligan '05 and Brian Conway
'06 once again led the Scots,
coming alive in the second half
when Milligan broke a 2-- 2 tie
with an unassisted goal during
the fifty-fir- st minute. Nine min-
utes later, Conway assisted
Milligan in another goal that put
in second
The Scots earned their biggest
win yet this season with an unre-
lenting defense, a potent and
explosive offense, and a record-breakin- g
performance by Tony
Sutton '05. "This game," said
Martin Daniel '05, "showed a lot
1
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of character. We all came togeth-
er to step it up. We took it upon
ourselves to shut them down."
On Saturday, despite playing in
the game out of reach for the
Tigers. Seconds before the horn
sounded Conway put the finish-
ing touches on the scoring with
an unassisted goal.
The game was very close
throughout the first half with
Wooster taking a one-go- al lead
seven minutes into the game.
Andrew Rugainganisa '04 scored
off an assist from Milligan.
Wittenberg would answer back
with a goal of their own less than
ten minutes later. The Scots
closed the half off an unassisted
goal from Jung Kim '06 to take a
2-- 1 lead into half-tim-e. The
Tigers closed the gap at the
beginning of the second half,
tying the game at 2-- all, but that
was as close as they would get.
Wooster. was led defensively by.
11
half was key to football victory
only three quarters of the game, .
Sutton ran over Case's defense,
breaking their backs in accumu-
lating an amazing 338 yards and
six scores. These numbers topped
his own school and conference
single-gam- e records for total
rushing yards and touchdowns,
previously set against OWU.
Along with Sutton's incredible
performance, Brian Kight '05
again proved himself to be a play-mak- er
against the Spartans. Kight
helped change the game in the
Scots' favor early in the fourth
quarter against Case when he
picked off a pass by the Spartans'
All-Americ- an quarterback Eli
Grant and returned it 85 yards for
a touchdown. Case was threaten-
ing at that point with the Scots
holding on to a 34-3- 3 lead, but
they were never able .to regain
their momentum following
Kight 's interception. The Scots
put away 28 unanswered points in
the fourth quarter to lock the game
down and prove their tenacity.
- With the game favoring Case
33-2- 0 at half, the Scots emerged
from the locker room with a
strengthened resolve and determi-
nation, and came out swinging
from the first play of the half.
Sutton scored his third touchdown
of the game with just under 10
minutes left in the third quarter,
followed by a 16-ya- rd touchdown
David Trevelen '06 who had five
saves for the victors. The Scots
out shot the Tigers fifteen to
twelve, they also took the advan-
tage in corner kicks, five to seven
in route to the 5-- 2 victory.
The Scots having entered their
conference schedule, will now
play host to Oberlin on Oct. 4
for their homecoming game.
The Scots, who will only face
conference opponents for the
rest of the season, are hoping to
improve in the conference rank-
ings heading into the heart of
the season. The match against
Oberlin begins at 3 p.m.
Come out and support the
Scots in one of their few home
games of the season. As they
hope to continue their success
in the NCAC.
run by Schafer. McNally gave the
Scots a 34-3- 3 lead going into the
final quarter of play as the Scot
defense pounded Case unrelent-
ingly, keeping the Spartans out of
the end zone despite their All-Americ- an
quarterback and run-
ning back.
With Scot fans biting their fin-
gernails and anticipating a dramat-
ic, high-scori- ng quarter from both
sides, Kight stepped in front of a
Case pass and returned it to the
end zone. Wooster took out all the
stops in the fourth quarter as
Sutton scored three more touch-
downs to put the game away.
Defensively, the Scots stunned
Case's quarterback by blitzing on
nearly every play and intercepting
him twice more in the fourth quar-
ter. Middle linebacker Tim Cline
'05 grabbed a pass and ran it back .
25 yards before being brought
down, while outside linebacker
Bobby Vega '05 was able to take .
the ball away from the Spartans as
well in the fourth.
The victory was truly a team
effort, as Sutton's offensive per-
formance was complemented by
Schafer's 6-of- -15 pass completion
for 64 yards and one touchdown.
The Scots churned up 488 total
yards of offense and raised their,
average scoring offense to 58.7
points per game, which is the best
in Division III football. Not to
Soccer Team's
Remaining Games
Oct. 4 -- at Oberlin 3 p.m.
Oct. 1 1 at Denison 1 p.m.
Oct. 15 at OWU 7 p.m.
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be outdone was the Scot
defense, paced by Kevin Rooker
'04, Kight, and Cline with 16,
14, and 13 tackles, respectively.
Joe Kearney '05 and Jesse
Koski '05 notched a sack each,
and the defense that gave up
352 yards of offense in the first
half, held one of the most dan-
gerous offenses in Division III
to only 98 total yards in the sec-
ond half of play.
Looking forward to this
week's conference opener
against Ohio . Wesleyan
University (1-2- ), Cline com-
mented, "The Case game was a
great challenge to our defense's
character and unity. Luckily,
our defense was able to rise to
that challenge, and this week
OWU poses a new challenge.
Ohio Wesleyan has a lot of
young talent. I am confident
that after the performance our
defense put in against Case, we
will come out against OWU.this
week with a new fire." The
Scots defense will put that fire
to the test while the offense
works to maintain their momen-
tum from their first three
games and their impressive
offensive production. The
game on Saturday is at home
at 1 p.m. against Battling
Bishops of Ohio Wesleyan
University.
in NCA C
Oct. 18 at Earlham 2:30 p.m.
Oct. 25 at Hiram 2 p.m.
Oct. 29 at Kenyon 3:30 p.m.
Nov. 1 at Wabash 1 p.m.
1.05 E. Liberty. Street
Wooster. Ohio 44691
Phone 330.262 3599
artistic appetites..."
Open Oct 3rd 10-- 9
Regular Hours:
tTue-F- ri 10-5:3- 0.
Sat 10-- 4
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Cross' country keeps
impressed with the way our
pulled it together today..."
- Tiffany White '05
LlNDSEY DlERINGER
Staff Writer
The fighting Scots used their
home course L.C. Boles Golf
Course to its advantage on Sept.
27, men and women finishing in
the top-thr- ee at the annual
Wooster Invitational. The
women's team raced their way
'to a third-plac-e finish of 87
points, behind team champion
Denison
University 7 was really(25) and ladiesDivision .II
Ashland
University
(39), while the Scots' men's team
came in second, only behind
Div. II Ashland University (19),
with a score of 57 points.
The women's team took off up
and down the rolling hills and
through the pouring, cold rain
on Saturday morning. As in
previous meets, Katie Wiefrich
'07 continued to lead the team,
finishing in fourth place with a
time of 19:55 for the 5000-met- er
race. The rest of the team
worked hard through the slip-
pery hills, and helped each other
out through the finish. Runners
two, three, and four helped each
other up the grueling hills as
captains Colleen Call '04, and
Football Beats Case Western 62-3- 3
behind Suttons record performance
Rushing No Net TD Lg Avg
Tony Sutton 34 338 65 9.9
Justin Schafer 5 30 16 6.0
Rob Hooper 9 27 9 3.0
David Puckett 7 19 0 6 2.7
Sean Anderson 2 10 0 7 5.0
Passing Att-Cmp-I- nt Yds TD
Justin Schafer 15-6- -0 64 1
Receiving No. Yds TD Long
Tim Slovensky 2 42 1 31
Matt Ralls 2 II 0 8"
Rob Hooper 1 7 0 7
Richie McNally I 4 0 4
In just his twelth career game as a Scot
Tony Sutton has over 2000 yards and 28
touchdowns in his second year at The
College of Wooster.
(Carina Colbenson 04 finished
together in 19th place (21:00)
and 21st place (21:02), while
junior Lindsey Dieringer (27th,
21:25) followed closely behind.
Erin Jacob ;'05also ran a fabu-
lous race, finrsliing in 29th place
(2 1 :33) to round out the top five
scoring positions. Other notable
performances were Erin Herl '05
(44th, 22:17), and Kathy
McCreary '06 (45th, 22:20).
The Scot Women were focused
and determined to have runners
two, three, four, and five closer
together this time to seal the gap
and gain a few extra points to
finish in third place. The
women's main goal at the
Wooster Invite was to beat Ohio
Wesleyan. It was a close race,
but Ohio Wesleyan fell short in
the end, finishing in fourth place.
"I was really impressed with
the way our ladies pulled it
together today, it is a demanding
course and the weather only
made it more challenging by
adding almost a full minute to
everyone's final time," com
Mens Soccer beats Wittenberg 5-- 2
to improve to 1- -1 in NCAC
Player Sh G A ,
2 D.J. Snell
2G David Treleven...
3 Gerry Ockers - - -
6 Andrew DeBord.
7 Adam Milligan.
8 Andrew Rugaigani
9 Brian Conaw; ir.... ill10 Chris rois
1 1 David Damon.
15 Brian Goche
19 Tim Presto.
Substitutes
4 Andrew Etter.....
5 Tyler Bosch
12 Tyler Heisterkamp...
14 Jung Kim 2 1
16 Ross Nickel
17 Alex Prochazka....
18 Corey Humphrey.
20 Adam Chapman
22 Matt Craig
23 Jon Kruse
j
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sprinting
mented Tiffany White, the teams
former number two runner who
is temporarily out recovering
from a stress fracture.
The Scots men's team fin-
ished impressive 2nd place, only
behind Division II Ashland
University. Captain Brendan
Callahan '04 finished in 2nd
place (27:12) for the 8000-met- er
race, while Chaz Van Gomboshhh '05, transferfrom Penn
State, finished
closely behind
for an 8th
place finish
(27:50). Taylor Delhagen '06,
chased after Chaz and finished
closely behind in 11th place
(28:07), while Matt Unman '05
followed Taylor and placed 1 7th
(28:37). This was a key race for
Linman, since he was out with a
serious injury that prevented him
from competing for an entire
year. Rounding out the top five
was Patrick Wynne '04, finishing
in 25th place (29:26). Other
notable performances were the
duo of, Chris Taft '06 (32nd,
29:45), and Colin Turner '06
(34th, 29:50).
The Scot's next meet is the
All-Oh- io race at Ohio Wesleyan
on Oct. 4.
UPCOMING GAMES
October 4th
Football Ohio Wesleyan 1:00 p.m.
ield Hockey vs. Earl ham 1 :00 p.m.
Mens Soccer vs. Oberlin 3:00 p.m.
Womens Soccer vs. Oberlin high noon
Volleyball vs. Oberlin 1:00 p.m.
OCTOBER 7TH
Field Hockey Oberlin 4:30 p.m.
OCTOBER 8TH
Womens Soccer Hiram 4:30 p.m.
OCTOBER 1QTH
Cross Country All-Ohi- o Championship,
Delaware Ohio
OCTOBER 1 ITH
Field Hockey Wittenberg 1:00 p.m.
Mens Soccer Denison 1:00 p.m.
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Women's soccer continues to
Icicle it hardy rough and tough
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Women 's soccer upends John Carroll 2-- 1 to improve to a record
of 8-2- -1 on the season. Amanda Coppes '06 double teamed with
Allison Hankus '06 (in action above) to score the first goal of the
game. This gave Coppes her fourth goal and Hankus third assist
this season. Christine VanderWyden '05 notched her first goal of
the season and the winning goal mid way throught the second
half as she slid one past the goalie. October 4th begins the Scot's
home stretch with their remaining games against North Coast
Athletic Conference opponents. (Photo by Rob Collinson)
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Nightly Tavern Specials
Monday
One Dollar off Large Domestic Drafts
Prime Rib Dinners only $10.99
Tuesday
$2.25 Island Oasis Frozen Drinks
Half-Pri- ce Burgers
Wednesday
$2.25 Margaritas
Half-Pri- ce Nachos
Thursday
215 North Walnut Street
Wooster
Phone: (330)262-333- 3
The ouejaotRestaurant offers
Early Bira Dinners from 430-6.V- O
Make reservations mow
for Family Weekemal
Book your Oilistmas Party
or otMer special events
in our Bmaquet Facility
One Dollar off Long Islands
Half-Pri- ce Chicken Sandwiches
All Tavern specials --
Drinks from 3:00-9:0- 0,
Food specials 4:00--1 0:00
Food specials are Dine-i- n only
